Prepare for a Cyber Attack and Understand Your Risks

As an IT Director or a Security Manager, Covail™ enables you to optimize your organization’s cybersecurity, risk management, and trustworthiness.
INTRODUCTION

From Assessments to Managed Services

Covail partners with your business to find ways to reduce risks and total cost of ownership (TCO) now, while building a better path to the future. Your business depends on trusted data and trustworthy systems, and our experts believe the most practical security solutions understand an adversary’s motives and capabilities.

Covail Delivers Collaborative, Practical Security Solutions

Modern security is a scaling problem that requires more production from each practitioner. The clear shortage of tech industry talent means a systemic shortage that creates greater urgency on finding new ways to reduce risk to the business.

We take a practical approach to security, measured by outcomes, that includes purpose-built products and services to solve complex yet shared challenges within our collaborating companies. Our threat intelligence platform delivers the advantages of a network where defenders work together.

About Covail

Covail™ is a trusted solutions partner, enabling organizations to optimize through Intelligent Operations solutions that lower total risk and cost for key business functions, equipping them to transform from a position of strength. Since 2015, Covail’s experts in Artificial Intelligence (AI), Automation, and Cybersecurity have been delivering business results for leading Fortune 500 companies across industries. Trustworthy, Intelligent Operations. Accelerated.
Trustworthy Operations Begin with Practical Cybersecurity Solutions

Advisory Services
From offense-informed defense strategies to compliance with regulations, Covail delivers expert advisory services for your cybersecurity program based on your specific needs and ability.

Security Community (ISAO)
Join our security community, also known as an information sharing and analysis organization (ISAO), to be a part of a trusted peer-to-peer network of cross-industry experts who work together to improve the trustworthiness of essential technologies.

Offensive Exercises
Understanding the offense is the best cybersecurity defense. Covail experts test your technical security control to give you the confidence that your network is protecting as intended against various attacks or threats.

Threat-Intelligence Workshops
Threat intelligence programs come in all sizes and all levels of maturity. We help you identify where you can improve, and connect you with a peer organization to help mature your program.

Government, Risk, and Compliance Assessments
Let our security experts assess the maturity of your cybersecurity program and address gaps that put it at risk. We can help you with recommended actions that respond to both your compliance and risk needs.

Threat-Centric Vulnerability Management Solution
Tame your vulnerability management program by first understanding your 360-degree view of risk. Covail’s managed service can help you make more informed decisions about which mitigations are needed first based on threat models like MITRE ATT&CK®.

“Our collaborative partnership with Covail is enabling us to rapidly improve our cyber risk and defense capabilities, equipping us to operate more confidently in the new digital world.”

- Brian Rice, Executive Vice President, Chief Information Officer and Customer Support Services | Cardinal Health
Ensure the Trustworthiness of Your Business with Expert Cybersecurity and Risk Management

Covail helps you better protect, secure, and grow your business by ensuring your cybersecurity program is effectively managing risk. Your business depends on trusted data and trustworthy systems. Our experts believe the most practical security solutions understand an adversary’s motives and capabilities.

Discover What Cybersecurity, Risk Management, and Trustworthiness Can Do for Your Business

Check out our website covail.com, stay up-to-date with our newsletter, and join the conversation on social media by following @Covail on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn.

Contact us to learn more or to schedule a demo:

614.591.0440  info@covail.com  covail.com/demo